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ABSTRACT 
We study interpolating sequences for the Bargmann-Fock space consisting of entire functionsf in 
C”, n > 1, such thatfe-:“I E U(C”), o > 0 and 0 < p 5 co. We first study the relationship between 
interpolating sequences for various spaces and then give a sufficient condition for interpolation. As 
a consequence, we see that the qualitative behaviour of these sequences is as in one variable, ac- 
cording to the characterizing density condition given by Seip [8] and Seip and Wallsten [9]. We 
complement hese results by pointing out that the same proofs as in one variable give also, when 
n > 1, a necessary and a sufficient density condition which, although quite different, are both for- 
mally analogous to the l-dimensional one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study interpolating sequences for Bargmann- 
Fock spaces in C”. Given (Y > 0 and 0 <p 5 CO the Bargmann-Fock space is 
defined as 
F,P = {f E H(C”) : llflicl := ~f(z)~Pe~~p~zi2dm(z) < oo}, 
where dm denotes the Lebesgue measure in C”. 
The natural definition of interpolating sequence for such spaces is the fol- 
lowing. 
*Partially supported by a program of the Comunitat deTrebal1 dels Pirineus. First author also supported 
by DGICYT grant PB95-0956-C02-02, Accio Integrada HF96-0046 and CIRIT grant 1998SGR00052. 
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Definition 1.1. A discrete sequence r = {Q}~ in C” is called F,P-interpolating if
for every sequence of complex values {TJ~}~ E P there existsf E F,P such that 
-Id f(Q) = r&e2 . 
Many authors have studied these spaces, with special emphasis in the Hilbert 
space Fz, which appears naturally (under various names) in quantum me- 
chanics and signal analysis. For general information on these topics we refer 
the reader to [l], [7], [8], [9] and the references therein. 
Interpolation sequences for Bargmann-Fock spaces in one variable have 
been completely characterized through a density condition by Seip [8] and Seip 
and Wallsten [9] (see Theorem A below). 
Definition 1.2. A sequence r = {&}k is called separated if there exists S > 0 
such that juj - &I 2 S for allj # k. We also say that r is h-separated. 
Let r = {ak}k be a sequence in C. Given z E C and r > 0 consider the counting 
function n(z, r) := #r n D(z, r), where D(z, r) denotes the disk of center z and 
radius r. The upper density of r is defined as: 
6 r) D+(r) = lim sup sup ~ . 
r+oo ZEC 1% r) I 
Theorem A [8], [9]. Let r be a sequence in @. r is F,P-interpolating (for any 
0 < p 5 co) ifund only ifr is separated and D+(r) < a/x. 
Berndtsson and Ortega-Cerda [l] have given another proof of the sufficiency 
part of this result using L2 and uniform estimates of solutions to the a equation. 
This provides as well sufficient density conditions for interpolation in the gen- 
eralized spaces Fi consisting of the entire functionsf such thatfe-@ E LJ’(C), 
where 4 is a subharmonic weight with bounded laplacian. Also, Ortega-Cerdi 
and Seip [6] have shown recently that for such generalized spaces the sufficient 
condition is necessary as well, obtaining thus a complete description. While the 
a scheme can be adapted (with some modifications) to higher dimension, the 
proof of the necessity part relies on deep results of one-variable nature. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in finding sufficient conditions for F,P- 
interpolation in several variables. In particular, we give a sufficient condition 
for r to be I;,P-interpolating (Theorem 4.1) and show that finite unions of F,P- 
interpolating sequences coincide with finite unions of separated sequences 
(Corollary 4.2). These results go along the lines of the ones given previously for 
interpolation in the Hardy and Bergman spaces of the unit ball [4], [lo]. 
As pointed out before, a sufficient density condition, formally analogous to 
the one in Theorem A, can be obtained by adapting the proof of Berndtsson 
and Ortega-Cerda to higher dimension. Using the L2-estimates for the 8- 
equation, together with some inclusions between spaces of interpolating se- 
quences for various F,P (Theorem 3.3), one sees that the condition 
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n(-, r) 
D:(r) := limsup sup y2 < X, 
I’cc -EC” 
is sufficient for F to be F,P-interpolating 0 <p 2 co. Here n(z,r) 
:= #rnB(z,r), h w ere B(z, r) denotes the ball of center z and radius r. Con- 
sidering sequences r contained in one complex line and using Theorem A one 
sees immediately that no density condition like the one above replacing r2 by 
r2m, m > 1, can be sufficient. 
As a complement o this sufficient condition there is also a necessary density 
condition, which is implicitly given in [7]: for every F,P-interpolating sequence 
r in C”: 
A simple example shows that the bound (a/~)~ cannot be improved. Although 
it seems likely, we do not know however whether the inequality has to be strict, 
as happens in one variable. 
In view of the huge gap between the necessary and the sufficient density 
conditions it is clear that the densities defined above are not well adapted to the 
nature of Fl-interpolating sequences in several variables. At this moment we 
do not know what an appropriate density in higher dimension could look like. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly re-cap some 
well-known properties of the spaces Fl and their interpolating sequences. In 
Section 3 we study the inclusions between the various spaces of Fz-interpolat- 
ing sequences. Section 4 is devoted to provide the sufficient condition for in- 
terpolation by F,P-functions. As a consequence we se.e that every separated se- 
quence is interpolating for some F,P, and that given any a: > 0 there exists 6 > 0 
such that every S-separated sequence is FJ’-interpolating, for all 0 < p < CO. 
Finally, in Section 5 we give the minor modifications necessary to extend the 
one variable density condition to n > 1 and we compare the conditions ob- 
tained with the previous one. 
A final remark about notation. A 3 B means A I cB for some c > 0 in- 
dependent of A and B, and A Y B is A 3 B 3 A. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. The spaces F,P 
We state here the basic properties of the spaces F,P. We refer the reader to [8] 
and the references therein for the proofs of the following results. 
Lemma 2.1 [S]. Letf E F,“. Then: 
(4 If( 5 llflIF~e~1~2 z E C”. 
(b) For all a E 6” the translation Tff(z) := ecua’z-~lu~2_f(z - a) acts iso- 
metrically on F,“. 
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(c) p21f(w)l - e-Q’z’21f(Z)(I = O(lw - ZI) IlfllF~ ,for Iw - ZI < 1. 
Part (a) says that F,P c F,” and IlfllFam 5 Ilfl&~. A more general result on in- 
clusions between different spaces F,P will be stated in Section 3 (Lemma 3.1). 
Another simple (but useful) feature of F,P is the invariance under restrictions 
and extensions. 
Lemma 2.2. 
(a) Letf E F,P(C”). Then F(z, w) =f(z) is in F/(@“‘k) and 
IIFII F,P(C”+k) 5 IlfllF,P(C”). 
(b) Let F E F,“(C”‘k). Thenf(z) = F(z, 0) is in F,P(C”) and 
IlfllF,P(cy zs IlfllF,P(c”+y 
Proof. (a) is immediate from the definition of llFllFi, since e-fPl”‘12 is integrable 
in 6Zk. 
(b) By the plurisubharmonicity of IFIP, there exists C > 0 such that: 
lf(41P = IW,O)lP I C s 
IF(z, w)~Pe~~Piw~2dm(w). ,w,<l 
Hence 
dm(w) 5 [IFI&. El 
2.2. The interpolation problem 
Given a discrete sequence r = {&}k in 
space 
c;(r) := {{wk} c c : @k}jl$ 
@” consider the associated weighted @ 
=: c IWklPe-? aPl42 < oo}. 
k 
With this notation, a discrete sequence F in C” is F,P-interpolating, denoted 
r E Znt(Fi), when the linear restriction operator 
Rr : F,p-+!,p(~) 
f ++ {f(“k)}k 
is surjective. 
A standard application of the closed graph theorem shows that when 
r E Znt(Fl) the interpolation can be performed in a stable way, that is, Rr is 
bounded and there exists M(r) > 0, called the interpolation constant of r, such 
that for every TI E l:(r) the interpolating functionf E F,P can be chosen so that 
IlfllFP 5 M(r)I141r~~ 
Algo, as a consequence of Lemma 2.1(c), every FL-interpolating sequence is 
separated. 
For future reference we state the following obvious result. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let {cz~}~ be a separated sequence. Then for any ,B > 0 
Sup c e-PI---42 < oc). 
SC” k 
3. INCLUSIONS 
We prove here some inclusions between the various F,P spaces and their corre- 
sponding interpolating sequences. These results will be used when proving the 
sufficient conditions in Sections 4 and 5. 
Lemma 3.1. The inclusion F,P c F$ holds if and only if (a): p < p’ and CY’ > CY, or 
(b): p > p’ and CX’ > Q. 
Proof. (a) When p 5 p’ and a’ 2 o the pointwise estimate given in Lemma 
2.1 (a) yields: 
(b) When p > p’ and Q’ > cx apply a Holder estimate with P = p/p’ and 
Q = p/p - p' to obtain 
5 6)” ~f(z)lPe-fP~-‘d~(z))p~p (j  
C” 
e~$$~z~2dm(z)) ’ 
The first term is llj$ and the second one is bounded, by the hypothesis. 
In order to see that these sufficient conditions are also necessary notice that 
(le~a~zI(F,p E e*. Thus, if o’ < o 
Ileair’rlI~~/IleaT1’=ll~~ N eY+l* 
and /al _: co the quotient 
tends to co, hence F,P c Fz . •i 
Lemma 3.2. Let r be separated. The inclusion l:(r) c l::(T) occurs ifand only 
if(a): p 5 p’ and CY’ 2 a, or (b): p > p’ and CY’ > a. 
Proof. That (a) or (b) imply et(F) c &(r) is seen as in Lemma 3.1. If o’ < a 
the sequence Wk := e$lak12 does not belong to l::(r), but according to 
Lemma 2.3 Ck h&l e 
e;(r) $z e::(r). 
P -YPIakI* = ~ke-~pla~~ < o;), thus {‘t&} E e:(r) and 
If Q’ < a and p > p’ take Vk := ckef1’k12, 
b’. Then {Wk} is in e:(r) but not in e$((r). 
where {Ck}k belongs to F but not to 
0 
The main result in this section is the following. 
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Theorem 3.3. Ifa < a’ (or Q = a’andp 5 p’ 5 1) then Znt(~/) c Znt(Z$). 
In the general case cr = Q’, p _< p’ the inclusion is probably still true, but un- 
fortunately our proof does not cover this case. 
Proof. Given {ak} E Znt(Fl) there existfk E F,P withfk(oj) = Sjkeflak12. Also, by 
the stability of the interpolation, there exists c > 0 such that /j,,jjF~ 5 c. Define: 
Given {uk} E -$(‘(r) consider G = xk &Gk, where xk = 7.&e-+ (and thus 
{&} E @). Then G(&) = &&k12 = Vk, so we need to show that G E F$. 
Let us start with the easier case o’ = Q and p 5 p’ 5 1. Here Gk =fk, and 
lGIP’ 5 zk I~kIp’Ifklp’, since p’ 5 1. Hence, by Lemma 3.1: 
Assume now o’ > Q. It will,be enough to prove that Znt(Fi) c Znt(Fom) for 
,0 > o and Znt(Fom) c Znt(Fs ) for Q’ > p. 
(i) Znt(FL) c Znt(Fom): Given {&} E P consider the function G defined 
above, where now o’ = /3. It follows from the definition of G that: 
e-~lz121G(z)l 5 kgl Iiik~~fk(z)le-+’ f? 2 -5q_,,(2. 
By the conditions on {Xk}k, fk and Lemma 2.3, this is bounded. 
(ii) Znt(F,“) c Znt(F$): G’ iven {Xk} E Z?’ consider now the function G, with 
cr = p andp = co. We consider two cases: 
Case p’ 5 1. By definition of G: 
Since IIfkllFT is uniformly bounded and { &} E @, this is bounded. 
Case p’ > 1. Let gk(z) =: e(~‘-P)(ak’z-flak12). Using the uniform estimate for 
~~fk~~~~ and taking any y, 6 > 1 with l/y + l/S = 1, it follows that: 
IIG$, 5 JcH(~ IXkIIgk(Z)I)P’e~~p’i”‘dm(,-) 
0) 
By Lemma 2.3, these integrals are uniformly bounded, thus \jG$, < M. 0 
u’ 
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4. A SUFFICIENT CONDITION 
In this chapter we follow a scheme we learned from Bo Berndtsson (already 
used in [lo], [4]) to obtain sufficient conditions for F,P-interpolating sequences. 
Theorem 4.1. Let a > 0 and 1 I p L m If 
a:=sup C e 2 -%-,I2 < 1 
jENk:k#j 
then r is F,P-interpolating. 
Note that the hypothesis on g implies that the sequence is separated with 
s = $ (log ;)L’2. 
Proof. In order to see that the restriction operator Rr defined in Section 2 is 
surjective define first, given w = {Q} E t;(r), the ‘approximate xtension’ 
It will be enough to see that E(TJ) E F,P and that llRrE - 111, < 1, because then 
the series I + Ck(Z - RrE)k defines an inverse to RrE and the operator 
I? := E(RrE)-’ provides an inverse to Rr. 
Case (a): 1 5 p < CCL Using the duality (F,P)* = F2, with l/p + l/q = 1, and 
the reproducing formula for F,P functions (see [3; $71): 
f(z) := c 1,” f (<)eQ’“‘c-~c12’dm(5) c-1 = 
J 
e-@lCt dm(C) 
C” 
we have: 
IIE(u)llFp 5 c OI f:,lfl,F~~, 1 s “f (Z)E(~)(z)e-a11’2d~(z) sup 
03 
When p = 1 we see that ]I{ f (ak)}llp[,(r) is finite, by Lemma 2.1(a). When p > 1 
we use that I’ is separated and that for any fixed 6 > 0 (see [8], (3)]): 
If(a)I'e-T aql4Z < _ C(6) 
s , 
B(a 6) If (z)~qe~~q1Z12drn(z). 
Then: 
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Thus llE(u)ljF,p is finite for anyp > 1. 
On the other hand 
)( 
Case (b): p = m. It is clear that ]]E(~)llF,z I ]Iw]legCrJ ~ke-a’nx-z’2~ so by 
Lemma 2.3 E(v) is in F,“. 
Also 
IIRrE(~) - 4epqIJ 5 II4ep(r) s;Pj:gk 
e-~l”/2e-f’a,/2 
le-a+k I ’ 
as required. 0 
As a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 3.3 we obtain: 
Corollary 4.2. 
(a) Let r be separated. There exists Q > 0 so that r E Znt(Fc,P) for all 
P E (0,4. 
(b) Let cx > 0. There exists 6 > 0 so that ifr is S-separated, then r E Znt(F,P) 
for alZp E (0, ~01. 
(c) A sequence {ak} is a$nite union of F,P interpolating sequences, 0 < p < 00 
if and only if 
(d) A sequence is afinite union of F,P interpolating sequences, 1 5 p 5 00 ifand 
only ifit is a$nite union of separated sequences. 
A different proof of(b) was previously given in [l, Theorem 8.51. 
Proof. (a) Assume 1 I p 5 CQ and let 6 be the separation constant. Then 
C e-%laj-ak12 5 ,-~*(f-l) C e-laj-ak12. 
j:j#k j:j#k 
Since this sum is finite (Lemma 2.3) the result is obtained by letting o tend to 
00 and applying Theorem 4.1. The result for general p is immediate from this 
and Theorem 3.3. 
(b) Use the same estimate above and let 6 tend to 00. 
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(c) and (d). The direct implication is obvious, since interpolating sequences 
are separated and Lemma 2.3 can be applied. To see the reverse implication 
apply Mills’ lemma, as in [lo, p. 3481. 0 
5. DENSITY CONDITIONS 
We start with the sufficient condition, expressed in terms of the density 0: de- 
fined in the introduction. The proof is as in the l-dimensional case [l], and we 
sketch it only to point out where some modifications are necessary. 
Theorem 5.1. Let r be a separatedsequence in @” such that D:(r) < Q/m. Then 
r E Znt(FfJ for all 0 < p 5 co. 
Proof. (a) Case p = 2. Denote 4(z) = a]~]*, so that i E&j = a 8, where 
8 = i ddlzl*. 
Let {~kuk)~ be a sequence of values such that Ck \~~\*e-@@‘k) < +oo. When 
looking for f in F,’ with f(ak) = Vk one first constructs a local interpolating 
function: given E > 0 with 2~ < infi+k lai - akl there exists a smooth F such 
that F(ak) = uk for all k and (see [l, p. 1141): 
(i) F supported on UkB(ak, E) 
(ii) 6F supported on UkB(ak, E) \ B(ak, c/2) 
(iii) s IFl*e-$ and s IdFl*e-@ are controlled by xk ]?&]2e-‘(ak). 
One wishes then to have a holomorphic interpolating function of the form 
h := F - U. This leads to the d-equation 8U = 6F, which is solved by Her- 
mander’s theorem [2, p. 961. Hiirmander’s result is not used directly on the 
plurisubharmonic weight 4, but in a modification of 4 having big enough sin- 
gularities on each ak, thereby forcing the solution U to satisfy u(ak) = 0 for 
all k. 
Consider the negative function 
w(z) = nk:, “k,cr log/y1* + 1 - I?[‘, 
z a 
In this sum each term is C’ around the circle )z - ak] = r. Thus: 
iL@v=n C iddbglz-ak1*-n c 
1 
k:)z-cql<r k:li-akj<r 
7 i 88/Z - apI* 
since i %$Z - &I* = @ is a positive (l,l)-current. 
Take then $J = 4 + V. The density hypothesis is equivalent o the existence of 
S > 0 such that some r big enough 
#rnB(z,r) < a-S 
r* 
vz E C”. 
n 
Therefore 
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In particular, the norm of 8F with respect to the metric R := ia&4 (denoted 
IaFI,) is controlled by j6FI. S’ mce + < 4, the solution U to 6U = 8F given by 
Hiirmander’s theorem verifies then the estimates: 
Also, by construction 
I$ - log Iz - a/J2n - 41 I c, for (z - akl < E. 
This together with (ii) and (iii) above shows that J I U12ed < cm. Moreover, as 
e-$ N Iz - akl-2n near ak, necessarily U(ak) = 0 for all k. Thus h = F - U be- 
longs to F,’ and h(ak) = uk for all k, as desired. 
(b) Case p # 2. Let E = 1/2(o/7m - D:(r)). Since p:(r) < y, we have 
r E Znt(F&,), and by the Theorem 3.3., r E Znt(F$) for any p’ < 00 and 
(Y’ > o - E. In particular, r E Znt(F,P). 0 
Remark 5.2. Theorem 5.1 cannot be improved, in the sense that no density 
condition of the type 
n(z, r) 
Q(r) = lim sup sup y2m < C(n, o,p), 
I--tW ZE@” 
with m > 1 and C(n, o,p) constant, can be sufficient for r to be F,P-interpolat- 
ing (we do not know though whether the bound o/nn is sharp). 
To see this just take a sequence r = {bk}k, where bk = (cyk, 0,. . . ,O) E c”. 
According to Lemma 2.2, r is Fi(@“)-interpolating if and only if 
{ok} E Znt(F,P(c)). Th us there exists {ok}k such that D\t({ok}) > o/?‘r and 
using Theorem A one has r$ Znt(F,P) but D;(r) = 0 for all m > 1. 
Remark 5.3. The sufficient condition given here and the one in Theorem 4.1 are 
of different nature. On the one hand, a separated sequence r on a real line has 
D:(r) = 0, but if the separation is small enough r clearly violates the hy- 
pothesis of Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, a lattice r = ri x x r, (see 
Corollary 5.9 below for the precise definition) such that Dt(ri) > 0 for each i 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 when the separation of each r; is big 
enough. But clearly D;(r) = +co for all ~1 < n. 
Remark 5.4. As in one variable, the proof above can be adapted, with the ob- 
vious modifications, to give sufficient density conditions for interpolation in the 
spaces F,’ = {f E H(V) : J& IfI 2e-@dm < oo}, where 4 is a plurisubharmonic 
weight such that m@ 5 i X@ < MO for some m, A4 > 0. Then, a separated se- 
quence r is Fi-interpolating if D:(r) 0 < hi a&~ - E for some E > 0. 
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The density sufficient condition can be complemented with a necessary condi- 
tion given (not explicitly) in [7, Theorem 4.41. Recall the definition of D,+(r) 
given in the introduction. 
Theorem 5.5. Let r be separated. If F is F,P interpolating for sorrte 0 < p 5 cu 
then 
Sketch of the proof. Assume p = 2. Given z E @” and r > 0 consider the posi- 
tive, compact self-adjoint operator P,X,,, : Fz+Fz, where X,,, denotes the 
operator on F,” given by multiplication by the characteristic function of the ball 
B(z, r), and P, is the orthogonal projection from L2(C”, e-~1’1*dm) onto F,‘. 
Given a multi-index /J = (PI, . . . . &), let @o(c) = C,fi. For every z E C”, the 
translated function T;@,j (see Lemma 2.1(b)) is an eigenvector of P,X,,r whose 
eigenvalue 
X,,,(r) = 
1 
(PI +n - I)! J 
Or’ t181+n~le-t& 
0 
depends only on ]/?I and r (but not on z). Also, these are the only eigenvalues of 
P,X,,, (see 17, Theorem 2.31). Therefore {/\k}k is the decreasing sequence of 
eigenvalues in (0,l) with lirnk_% xk = 0. When n > 1 each xk has multiplicity 
Denote by iv,), the sequence of eigenvalues Xk repeated according to the 
corresponding multiplicity. That is, pm = xX_ if 
The number of points in B(z, r) and the eigenvalues of the concentration op- 
erator are related by the inequality (\7, Lemma 4.31): 
(1) n(z, r) 5 #{m : b(r + 4 2 71, 
where 6 > 0 is any number such that the balls B(ak, S) are pairwise disjoint and 
y E (0,l) depends on the interpolation constant M(T), a and 6. 
On the other hand, the XX_ have the following asymptotic behaviour: 
(2) #{k : X,(r) > y} = o!r2 + O(r) r++m 
Let NIL(r) = #{WI : p,(r) 2 -y} and Nx(r) = #{k : &(Y) 2 r}. Then 
N,(r) = v + O((lV~(r))‘*+l) Nx(r) + 03. 
n. 
This follows from the fact that CrL, k”-’ = @$ + O(N,“-I), since NP = 
MO + . . + MN,, and 
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Mk= (k+n-l)...(k+l) 
(n - l)! 
= & + O(P). 
This, together with (1) and (2) yields 
(a(r + q2)” + O((r + by’ n(z, r) 
z”$ (B(z, r)( s 7Yr*” 7 
so letting r --+ +m the result follows. 
For p # 2 the estimate on the density is again deduced from the case p = 2 
and Theorem 3.3: if r E Znt(Fi) then P E Znt(F2) for all CY’ > o, and therefore 
D,f(r) I (cy’/rr)” for all (Y’ > a. Cl 
It would be interesting to know whether the inequality in Theorem 5.5 is nec- 
essarily strict, as happens for lattices (see Corollary 5.7 below) and in one 
variable (in that case passing from the inequality to the strict inequality is ac- 
tually a major difficulty, and some facts that are not valid for n > 1 are involved 
in the proof). 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the bound (a/r)” is sharp in Theorem 
5.5. We prove that considering lattices r = rl x . . . x r,, where Pi c C are 
discrete sequences, and applying the result for n = 1: 
Lemma 5.6. Let D+ denote the l-dimensional density defined in the introduction, 
andletri,i=l ,..., n,besequencesinC.Letr=rlx...xr,.Then 
(a) D:(r) = D’(rl) x . . . x D+(r,). 
(b) ZfD’(ri) 5 r/r, then r E Znt(F$) for alla > y andforallp. 
Proof. (a) Since the density can be as well written as 
D,‘(r) = lim sup sup #r n A@, r> 
rice ZCC” I&r)I ’ 
where A(z, r) = D(zl, r) x . . . x D(zn, r) denotes the polydisk of center z and 
radius r (see [S, Lemma 4]), the result is immediately verified. 
(b) Denote ri = {aL}k. An application of the one variable result (Theorem 
A) shows that for each a; there existsfki E F,P(@) withf,‘(a$ = &~e~1’~1* and 
11 fLllFt 5 C, where C does not depend on k and i. 
Given ak=(a&..., ai”) E r consider the function fk = fkl . . .fk;. Clear- 
ly fk E F,P(@?, llfkll I C” and fk(aj) = &jer alak12. The existence of such func- 
tions fk implies that r E Znt(F$) for all (Y’ > a, as seen in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 0 
This lemma shows also that in the particular cases of lattices there is a char- 
acterizing density condition, which is just obtained from the one-dimensional 
one by taking products. Notice first that by Lemma 2.2, if I’ = ri x . . . x r,, is 
F,P-interpolating, then D’(ri) < a/r, for all i = 1,. . . ,n. On the other hand, 
Lemma 5.6 yields: 
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Corollary 5.7. Let I’i, i = 1,. . , n be separated sequences in @ and let 
r = rl x . . . x r,. Then r is F,P-interpolating in C” ifandonly ifD’(ri) < CY./X 
foralli= l,...,n. 
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